
BIRTHSTONE OF THE MONTH Emerald
Emeralds are the perfect birthstone choice to represent the month of May. We can certainly

understand why, as their plush green color exudes springtime!
 

From Egyptian pharaohs to Inca emperors, emeralds have enchanted royalty. Cleopatra was known
to have a passion for emerald and used it in her royal adornments. Over 4000 years ago, most of the

ancient emerald jewelry came from the Cleopatra mines in Egypt.
 

Several of today's most popular emerald mines can be found in Columbia.  Other noteworthy mining
countries include Brazil, Zambia (Africa), Pakistan, and Afghanistan.
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Caring for Your Emerald

 

Avoid exposure to heat, changes in air pressure (such
as in an airline cabin), and harsh chemicals. 

Never put an emerald in an ultrasonic cleaner, as the
vibrations and heat can cause the filler to sweat out of

fractures for those stones that have been filled to
improve clarity. 

Filled emeralds can also be damaged by exposure to
hot water used for washing dishes. 

The safest way to clean emeralds is to gently scrub
them with a soft brush and warm, soapy water. 
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http://4cs.gia.edu/en-us/blog/gems-ultrasonic-cleaners/


WE ARE... INDIANA'S JEWELER!
It was back in 1916 that Luxenberg's Jewelers sold our first diamond ring. For over 100 years, folks in Indiana

have put their trust in us as the premier store for their engagement ring and wedding band needs.
Today, we offer the latest trends in gold and silver jewelry as well as the classic luxury our longtime customers

(spanning three generations) have come to expect.  
 

Besides shopping safely in our two showrooms, Downtown Indiana and the Indiana Mall, our customers can now
conveniently shop online at www.luxenbergs.com.  Visit our website and receive 15% off your first online

purchase just by signing up for our newsletter!
 

  We thank our loyal customers for your ongoing support.  If you haven't experienced a buying occasion with us,
we invite you to give us a try.  We'd love to be YOUR jeweler too! 

  

 NEW!  Trend & Style
with

ANIA HAIE 
Ania Haie is a London-based jewelry brand.

Collections are all designed in .925 sterling silver
with rhodium-plated, 14K yellow gold plated, or 14K

rose gold plated. Each individual collection
spotlights a specific fashion trend of the moment.

 
Ania Haie is different by combining a luxury feel

with an accessible price tag. Every piece is designed
to be stacked and layered, yet with such unique
detailing, they look just as good as standalone

centerpieces. 

SHOP NOW

CLASSIC LUXURY
Diamonds come in multiple shapes and cuts.  Did
you know there is a difference between the shape

and cut?  The shape refers to the outline or external
figure of the diamond.  Shapes include tear drop or

pear, round brilliant, cushion, and emerald, 
The cut of a diamond refers to the facets,

symmetry, dimensions and reflective qualities of the
diamond.  The finer the cut of the diamond, the

greater the "fire".

SHOP NOW

FIND A STORE NEAR YOU
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https://www.luxenbergs.com/designer/ania-haie.html
https://www.luxenbergs.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=+Engagement+ring
https://www.luxenbergs.com/contact.html
https://www.instagram.com/luxenbergs/
https://www.luxenbergs.com/
https://www.facebook.com/luxenbergsjewelers

